
 

All In -Series One (Gimmicks and Online Instructions) by
Matthew Wright- Trick

Part of the Marvelous Poker Pro Chip Range, All In -Series One is all three of
the Poker Pro Series One releases in one bargain package deal.

Series One includes:

Ante Gravity - The stunning floating 3 Fly effect.

Straight Thru (Sharpie Thru) - The modern Sharpie pen thru chip effect.

The Hold'Em Chip - A 4-in-1 magnetic locking chip gimmick.

All three of these effects use matching chips and can be combined to create a
multitude of different routines.

A set of three professional poker chip tricks at an incredible price.

The Hold'Em Chip

Part of the Marvelous Poker Pro Range, The Hold'Em Chip is a 4-in-1 magnetic
locking poker chip that allows for multiple productions and vanishes at the finger
tips, in the hands or even on a table.

The chip can be tossed, rolled or spun without fear of it coming apart. Yet, at any
time, you can split it into 2, 3 or 4 separate chips with very little sleight of hand.

Produce one chip at the fingertips, it then splits into two separate chips. These
two chips are now split again into four separate chips... which can all be seen
from all sides.

Take four individual chips and vanish them one by one... or have them all vanish
at once. The Hold'Em Chip is a powerful tool that can be used in many routines.
It comes ready to go and includes full downloadable instructions.

Ante Gravity

Part of the Marvelous Poker Pro Chip Range, Ante Gravity is a 3 Fly routine with
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a difference.

Almost every 3 Fly ever created has struggled to find a solution to the
problematic final coin. In 2008, Matthew Wright won the Magic Circle Close-up
Magician of the Year when he performed his solution to this problem -- it has
been a large part of his 3 FISM award-winning acts since.

In Matthew's version, the final coin visibly FLOATS from one hand to the other. In
2012, Matthew released to the magic fraternity his version on 3 Fly under the
name "Final Destination." In its original form, the effect cost over $500. After
years of refinement and improvement, it is now available in chip form... at a
fraction of the cost.

Over ten years in the making, Ante Gravity is a custom-made set of poker chips
designed to be used in the real world. No reset issues, no tangle issues and with
only a basic understanding of sleight of hand needed, this bespoke set raises the
stakes in visual coin and poker chip effects.

With everything included so that you are ready to go straight away, Ante Gravity
allows you to hold three casino-style poker chips at the fingertips. One by one,
the chips jump from one hand to the other... the first two magically and invisibly
transfer, while the final chip slowly and beautifully floats across. The chips can
then be put into your pocket or purse and are ready to go again with no fear of
tangles, breaks or reset issues.

Comes complete with full downloadable instructions, poker chip set, 30m of I.T.
and training ring; this is world class professional magic at an incredible price.

Straight Thru (Sharpie Thru)

Part of the Marvelous Poker Pro Chip range, Straight Thru (Sharpie Thru) is a
new take on a classic effect in magic.

The Cigarette Thru Coin has been part of the magician's arsenal for decades. It
is simple to perform, easy to understand and is an incredible visual illusion.

Straight Thru (Sharpie Thru) takes the concept and brings it up to date using a
modern casino chip and Sharpie pen.
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A brand-new method has also been created to go with the new look. It is now
possible to show the chip from all angles before, during and after the penetration.
No more flaps to hide... no more funny edges to be nervous about. The design of
the chip means that everything is hidden in plain sight, giving you plenty of time
to do any "dirty work" you choose to do.

Straight Thru (Sharpie Thru) is performed with a regular Sharpie that can be
borrowed if desired. It comes ready to go with two chips - one gaffed and the
other a regular matching chip. It also contains full downloadable instructions.
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